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Alosha lives with his family, two dogs and fifteen pigs on a farm near Knysna.
By day he nurtures a food forest & dome shelters and by night he creates and invents.
His passion is sustainable living and natural architecture. He is inspired by nature,
meditation and geometrical art. Alosha has attended the following courses:  Cob
Building in Johannesburg (JHB) - 2007, Flying Concrete in Mexico - 2008,

Permaculture in JHB - 2008. Grow Biointensive in JHB - 2009, Sandbag building
in USA 2012, Earthship Construction 2012. He has also constructed a living
wet land as well as a kinder garden in Garden Route  (Crags).

While Alosha has always been a nature lover at heart,
he has lived in cities most of his life. He moved to Joburg
from Moscow in 1995. After completing the ‘Creative
Brand Communication Degree’ at  Vega School he
launched his own company 3D Deco in 2000. 3D Eco
Deco Dome provides stretch space transformations as
well as geodesic domes for corporate functions, wedding

and kid’s events. Alosha is still currently the CEO of 3D
Deco. He has shifted focus from events to a more
permanent and sustainable project. He is spending
majourity of his time now developing a new way of being

 on the planet in terms of food, shelter water and waste.

Creating “Heavenly Earth” that takes nothing from the plant but instead
gives back. He calls his project Wautilli Earthship Bio-Sphere.

More about this project is posted at the end of this book

About the Author
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Jo yf u l  M o r n in g



“This booklet is written purely from my own experience”

On the physical level:

During my creative interaction with spiral drawings compass and a ruler various
architectural and design concepts came to me. These were based on centripetal

implosion & vortexing of water, wetlands mini lively hoods with dome
architecture, free energy as well as other self sustainable ideas. The more

i got into the drawing, the more my mind quitened allowing my true essence to flow
forth. The Architect, Michael Rice has encouraged my artistic development. His
drawings intriged me and resonated with my energy. I have placed his work on
this page. Visit his both websites under related links page.
What i came to realise is that my hand became much more stable and my shading
flourished once I started colouring in these spirals. Now instead of watching
TV I am putting out incredible artworks almost daily. In one evening I can

complete a masterpiece. We can induce many positive outcomes if we replicate
nature and the way she designs and manifests.

This is what the process of Biomimicry is all about  - how to mimic Nature’s genius.
Nature creates conditions conducive to life and It has 3.800.000.000 years of R&D.

The time is now to tap into this extraordinary research and blend in with Earth.

Every day I look to Nature for advice and inspiration and these artworks
are my interpretation of Cosmos and Light frequency i.e. Universal

Vibration pulses daily through me via my art and biotecture.

My Experience



Kr is t i  Ca t



On the metaphysical level:
Drawing with Sacred geometry allows my mind to relax. By being aware of my breath
(following it’s expansion and contraption) I am able to be present within myself.
While I follow  the natural shapes before me, a calming feeling and meditative
state is induced. As my hand and my body are designed to the same proportion

I find that this creative technique flows freely. It has awakened my true
potential. Being present while creating allows the process to unfold
naturally. What I have experienced is the following:  If you create with good

intent and positive energy and colors that make you thrive  this will be communicated
to the observer and they will also start to dance to your rythm.

May you too be inspired whilst immersing yourself in one of the ancient wonders
of all time.

Background info - What is Sacred Geometry?

Simply stated: the entire Universe , Earth and all you see around you is designed
by the divine intelligence using Sacred geometry proportion. Other names include
Phi, 1.618, Golden Mean Proport ion and Fibonacci Spiral/ Sequence .

Next time you see a sunflower look inside the spiral pattern it spinds 21 times
in one direction and 34 times in another. Petals of  new seedlings also come

out at +- 137.5 degrees (360 - 137.5 = 222.5 = 1:1.618) to absorb maximum
sunlight in order toproduce photosynthes.

What is Sacred Geometry?



Af f i r m a t io n :  “ I a m  Lo ve ,  I a m  Lig h t ”



This proportion is  found 300,000 times in your own
body. Look at your own hand. Clutch your fist and
look at your spiraled index finger. Now take a ruler
and measure from your hard bone at the the end
of your finger tip to the 90 degree end of that small
bone (make sure it is bone to bone), do the same
for your middle bone of index finger and the
same for the 3rd larger bone of your index finger.
Now divide the length of 3rd larger bone into the
length of 2nd middle size bone and you should have
   a proportion of +- 1.618. Do the same for the 2nd

bone in relation to the 1st bone and you should have a very close answer.

What this indicates is that all your bones, body functions and processes as well
as your entire body  are all designed according to 1.618 Golden Mean Proportion.

Examples of this proportion in Nature include but not limited to: the sunflower,
leaves, reporduction of rabbits, Earth - Moon poportion.  In essence Nature produces
conditions condusive to life in the Universe as well as on Earth. Through this magic
porportion Nature manifests new life forms as well as generates growth and repair
Universe uses mathematical construct formula to extract vital energy from the

infinite void of potentiality. I believe it has to do with water which also has
Pentagonal mollecular structure. Water makes up a large part of everything

in our galaxy and beyond. Dr Emoto has proved that by sending positive
energy to water it’s actual crystal restructures to an incredible

geometrical pattern.
(Below right is a crystal formed after saying “Thank you!”)

1.61.8 in your body 300.000 times



Ne w  Eco n o m ic  Rig h t s  Al l i a n ce  lo g o



Viktor Schauberger who was a forester closely observed trout which could, without
much movement, stand still in fast flowing river or jump up a tall waterfall . Viktor
got inspired by this phenominon and developed a variety of machines using cetripetal
implosion technology . He stated that there are ways to get 2,000,000 Volts of
energy out of every drop of healthy and alive water whilst the by product is

even more healthier  and vibrant liquid. This can be achieved through vortexing
by centripetal implosion, minerals as well as Love, which are all the

essence of healthy water.

Man has also used this proportion throughout history. Special information has been
coded into various man made artforms such as Moroccan carpets, Egyptian pyramids
and cathedral ceilings. Greek and Roman world wide architecture used Phi for
millenia. Leonardo Da Vinci used 1.618 in most of his work  and it is currently
used in photography to divide  the  scene  into 1:1.618 proport ion.

The other day I found a beautiful spiral sea shell and the question I asked is:
“Does the sea shell grow by itself? if so how? or is the creature inside uses energy
and electrical pulse to manifest the shell out of sea water by using Divine Proportion?”
In a brillant book “A Barefoot Architect”  I have found something that could answer
above puzzle - it is called sea crete. It is not explored at all but the fact states

that if you place a cyllinder /  spherical shape constructed from metal mesh
into salt water and connect it to a negative terminal and place a positive

terminal of 12V /  24 V (solar or wind) sourse in the middle then a coral
starts to grow on the mesh and after a few months the structure

will be completely covered with calcium /  lime stone. I believe
it  is close ly linked to the  creat ion of sea shells.

How does nature use Phi



M o r in g a  lo g o



Many ways to get to the same proportion

Universe creates using this Phi proportion all the time and it is there for us to
start manifesting our truthful design in sync with our creation.

There are a few ways to get to the Fibonacci
spiral. Divine Intelligence uses a special number
sequence 1,1,2,3,5, 8,13,21,34,55,89...and so
fo r t h ,  ve r su s  ma n  ma d e  o n e  o f
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11... The  former sequence
which creates an exponential spiral that makes
the entire universe thrive. The two previous
numbers are added together to create the

following number in the sequence. Now if you divide (55 by 34) or (89 by 55) then
you get a number of +- 1.618. By drawing blocks to represent this sequence and
by drawing a quarter circle in each of the blocks you get a spiral. To draw a
spiral this way you just have to draw a square double the size of the previous

rectangle and then draw a quater circle in each square.

The second way to draw it would be to take a pentagram
star and dissect the equlateral triangle sides into 1 : 1.618
proportion. At the split  point (1:1.618) place your
protractor and draw a part of the circle line as per the
diagram on the left. Carry on splitting the line as per
the diagram and drawing the parts of the circle. You
may notice that the spiral is in fact made up of
part s of t he  various diame t e r circle s.



Kr is t i  Ea r t h



Drawing your geometry on land

The 3rd way I discovered drawing the same spiral
would assist you to draw this any size on land or paper.
It's really easy and I drew the entire dream catcher
spiral mandala on the left  using just  a compas,
protractor and a ruler
With the help of a compass Draw 3+ circles in the

ratio of 1.618 starting from the same centre,   eg,
10cm, 16.18, 20.618 cm diameter.  Then dissect

   these circles with 3 lines (@120 degrees) or 5 lines (@72
degrees). These lines must pass through a central point.

This will create a lot of different size arc shapes. (If you are doing this on land make
one of the lines North - South, if ever magnetic North changes at you will know
about it).  Now clutch you right hand with your thumb on the right and find a
crease of skin that is on the left  opposite a thumb. Now using this crease of
your left or right hand in the same way you would use a needle of a compass

draw from opposite corner of the  arc to the other diagonally opposite corner
of the same arch, repeat this process for all the arcs until you get 6 spirals facing
clockwise and 6 anti clockwise (if you used 3 line 120 degree split) . Additional
re ading on re a l ge ome t ry and sacre d ge ome t ry can be  found @
www.woodenbooks.com

The feeling that I get through studying egyptian pyramids and other megalithic
type of calendars and formations is the following: by placing elements

such as water, earth, fire, air, sound at the right places, one could
create an enourmous energy vortex that would bring tremendous

amount of energy from the Universe into that particular
location.



De s ig n  f o r  a  5  s t a r  h o t e l  /  s ch o o l  /  h o l i s t i c  h o s p i t a l  -  Ha yw a r d s  Sa f a r i s

Create living space by observing some simple rules:

1 Use natural geometries, shapes, forms, ratios and growth patterns to design our spaces in order
to create life and truly sustainable systems. This is 'Full Spectrum Architecture' -
not just 'green architecture'!

2 Use virtually ALL biologic materials - to create fractal charge field effects ( avoid particularly
aluminium and steel - also plastics wherever at all possible)

3 Plan structures by observing for negative ion potential, and environmental magnetic maps
- to find the place of healing (non-destructive charge compression).

4 Make detailed plans to eliminate most or all electro smog - the adverse affects of electrical
contamination. (Seriously poisonous to most biology)

5 Include paramagnetic stone arrays (dolmen, stone circle, labyrinth) kinds of structure external
and or internal - to create rose petal like attraction for living charge.

6 Work with elemental forces under, on and above the land - (living charge domains) -
to include the symphony of life in your structural plan.

7 Start by long and thoughtful observation on your land. Connect to Earth and ask for advice



From this point I predict the information & energy will spread all over the world
to other special points on the Earth for others to tap into. I am talking about true
abundance, healing and Magic that really does exist on our planet. In fact we are
part of this magical dance :)Atlantians apparently used to be able to harnes this
energy and I am positive that the time has come that we too are able to tap

into this free vibration. It could be used  to heal all living things on Earth as
well as power various devices. We have all the knowledge of the past

generatios. I am starting to remember by clearing my body of toxins, TV and
mainstream garbage.

Our planet wants to share with us how to be with her in a new way
in our truth!

Step by step instructions for designing your own...

1. Photocopy a few black and white spiral templates either original size or 200%
on A3 paper. Teplates are at the back of this book.
For younger ones it is better to precut the template  in a more rounder organic
shape. Kids preffer to work with A3 size. Observe what size (A4 /  A3) they thrive
with and  support that.

I found the corners of the rectangular wautilli template  quite useful. There
I would try various color and shading variations that will be implemented

in my drawing.

Step by step instructions



 Lo g o  f o r  “ So le  Wa t e r ”

In nature, everything follows the highest kind of order, a steady rhythm, a constant change.~
Spirit integrates into matter. By echoing and amplifying the geometry of nature and planetary movements,

We help to align the resonance of body/mind/spirit with the harmonic frequencies of the above and the below.
Water is the master, shape-shifting element.  - Water Wizard



3. You can either start with an intent of what you want to design or not.
Connect with your breath and let it flow... Kepp coming abck to your breath all

the time

You can also start immideately on tracing paper stapled to Wautilli template if
you feel confident. I like to start on the actual spiral photocopy as a draft  as

this allows more space, t ime and pract ice  to develop t rue magic

4. A quick draft can take literally a few minutes. Look deep on the Wautilli  Pattern
and suddenly a certain shape will jump out at you. Draw it in and repeat it 5 times
if you are using Wautilli Penta or 6 times if you are using Wautilli Hexa. I found it
easiest having to draw outwards (flowing with the curve of the shape) flowing
clockwise direction (for right hand drawing) with short strokes towards and away
from my body. This would mean that you have to turn the page quite a few times.
Hense precutting you pattern into round circle might  be easiest especially for
young ones.

5. Once you have repeated the shape find other shapes that can blend into your
creation. Use the straight lines, spiral curves circular curves  to guide you.
All the lines are guides, reference points and symmetrical devices so enjoy them.
Play to create liquid and organic lines in tune with the your own body - naturally

and effortlessly.
Look at the bottom center mandala (previous page) to inspire you on what

can be achieved with a compass an a ruler. I.e By placing a compass
on specific point and  rotating it and you get a very symmetrical

and and precise composition

Step by step instructions



M a g ic  P u m p k in  -  Bo o k  co ve r  d e s ig n  f o r  m y  s o n  Ka i r o s



 Tip: You can use a compass to create additional circles  that are not on the wautilli
drawing. To do this start by placing a compass on specific points and repeating you
desired curve a few times. All the lines are guides, reference points are symmetrical
devices so enjoy them. Play to create liquid and organic lines in tune with the
Universe naturally and effortlessly. See a mandala on previous page (bottom

centre) to inspire you to use compass and a ruler.

Increadible shapes can be achieved through the use of these ancient tool. For more
info Read “Wooden Books” (Compass and a Ruler)

Tip:  You can use a circlar ruler to help you draw  smaller circles. When drawings
these circles try and use fibonacci sequence (1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21mm...) or Phi ratios
(6, 10, 16, 26, 42 mm....) when choosing the diameters of these smaller circles
i.e. etc. It will bring more synergy into the complete art.
Add extra lines  to create more reference and guide points.

Circles can mould into your into your shapes or other pointy bits and bobs. There
are no rules to your creation. The only rules are the ones that are created by you.

DO use the crossings of the spirals to make sure you create symmetry in your
mandala. Remember Wautilli Penta pattern works on 10 double Phi spirals

as well as a 5 sided star (pentagram) and Wautilli Hexa pattern works on
12 double Phi spirals. There is also Flower of Life pattern, Kristic spiral

based on katara grid as well as other templates to choose from.

Step by step instructions



P la y f u l  Kid



6. Once you have finished the pencil rough drawing look at it from afar. Put it
on th floor is move around the room and perhaps you will see something else to
add or change. I sometimes scribble and change things 20 times before coming up
with a draft that I am happy with. Plenty of rubbing out with eraser and adding /
chopping and changing happens in this stage.

Have loads of fun and do not restrict yourself.

A draft color doesn’t have to be long go wild, spill over the lines and be totally
spontanious. Enjoy the play that you and universe experience together in this draft.
After all you are using her formula (1.618 & Katara grid) to create. Add you fire of
love and go wild :)

When you are happy with your artwork outline, it is time to begin playing with
color. Choose a few color pencils that you would like to see on your creation.
Start with your boldest and most prominent shape and choose the color or

various tones of that color (for shading) for that shape. Try various shading
gradients on the separate page or corners outside of main circular drawing. Find
the best and smoothest transition of various color you are using (eg turquoise into
aqua into milky blue).

Once you are happy with your choice of shading gradient you can apply it on
your shape. Try using darker shades on the outside morphing to your final

lighter gradient on the inside.

Shading technique



Wa u t i l l i  l o g o



Also try repeating other shapes with  lighter on the outside and darker on
the inside. This is a draft so use it to test various color options and shading gradients

for various “blobs”. Make sure that by the 5/6th shape you have found the shading
color that really resonates with you, you will be using this one in your final drawing.
But even that can be broken as a rule. I have 72 various color pencils and being a
Libra it is really hard for me to choose what I want to use especially with such

a large variety of colors. Considering we are forever evolving so should our
art works shift with time and space.

The simplest shading technique I have discovered is to start by pressing hard with
your hand on the outside line of your shape and then spread inside by applying
the pencil with lighter pressure, further decreasing the pressure as you get away
from the edge. Once you use the next color also start by pressing hard where you
pressed hard with a previous color and go to lighter with less hand pressure. If
you have a right color combo, lighter pencil should not overpower  over darker
pencil due to the wax content in them.

On the final lightest color shade (I usually use maximum of 3 colors for shading
purposes), you can start by pressing lighter where you previously pressed harder
and move towards the inside by pressing hardest with your last color. It is like clutch
and accelerator on the car (when changing gears)  but only with pencils.

Play with shading & enjoy it... connect with your inner child. One color flows
into the other and you can sure try other mediums of your choice. Water

color pencils with liquid brush is my new discovery as well as water
color paints on wet page. Colors literally liquidize & morph into

each other as you apply them.

Step by step instructions



Of f  Th e  Gr ig  Exp o  lo g o



Tip: Attempt to make your hand flow with the curve of the shape when
shading in. That wuld mean that you have to turn the page lots and lots. This

would especeally apply for the final to get smooth flowing lines that are crisp and
follow your pencil  outline as much as possible. If you are shading in a circle it is
better to use short spiral-like motions starting from the outside pressing hard of
a circular line and moving inwards as you press lighter.

7. Once you are happy with your draft now you can apply thick tracing
paper. Staple the 4 corners of your page.  Ensure the pages are flat together to
avoid any   movement between them.

8. Now onto the “Final”. (The Final takes me 2 to 3 hours.)  Start by redrawing the
lines from your draft in hard lead pencil (so the lines are not too dark as this will
casue a lot of smudging). Use circle template ruler for smaller circles, compass
for any larger circular shapes and normal ruler for any straight lines  that you
are redrawing. This will give you very clean lines. Once you have mastered this

technique you can omit using rulers to train your hand. I still use them sometime
as they work well and provide excellent guidance especially in the final drawing.

9.  Once you are complete with your lead pencil drawing put your hand between
the pages separating the draft and tracing paper and you will see your drawing

without wautilli lines or your draft. You might see something else you want
to add, change or morph. Believe it or not but on a final tracing paper you

can still split and morph shapes, try it out (eg one blob can be split into
2 or more). Sometimes I refine the drawing and then have a break

and when I come back, my final evolves even more .

Wrapping up &final steps



“ 1 3  m o o n s ”  -  p r e zi  f o r  m y  p a r t n e r  He le n



Use a good eraser to split and change shapes and then finish them to the wautilli
pattern you see from the draft. Do not worry if you have any smudges. At the end
this entire side of black led pencil will be rubbed out anyway.
Your hand MUST rest on the page, use it as a protractor. As your hand is designed
to 1.618 proportion, these drawings flow out with ease and abundance.

10. When you are satisfied with your drawing remove the staples and
turn the draft upside down with white side up. Now place your tracing paper UPSIDE

DOWN (LEAD pencil down) in order to see what the final will look like. All your curves
will be facing opposite direction to what you designed them originally but this can
always be  mirrore d wit h simple  image  soft ware  a t  a  la t e r st age .

11. Proceed with shading the drawing, outside to inside. It is still not to late to
change the colors slightly. If you are still unsure about color for certain areas,
leave these for last.

Tip: Once you start shading by the line edge make sure you pencil is super sharp.

Tip: if any pencil crumbs are left on the page, blow them off to avoid smudging.
This needs to be done continuously.

Tip: Once you hae sharpened the mensil rather outline all the edges VS
colouring in as this will prolong your pencil life as all edges need to be

“edged” with sharp pencil for accuracy.

Wrapping up &final steps



Vio le t  Rib b o n s



12. Use color pens (0.4mm tip) to finish the lines, this really makes a huge difference
in the quality and final finish. All the non perfect pencil lines are covered up by
pens. Try and get as many colors as possible. I use Stabilo & Staedtler set.

Tip: I could not find lavender pen  to edge lavender pensil so I use darker purple
for it and it works like a charm.

Tip: you can use metallic /  other paints for certain effects on your shapes. Do not
limit your self to pencils.If you are using metallic or milky color pens, they will not
draw well on tracing paper. What I do if I have to use them is to blow a little air
(yes I hold a pen in my mouth when I draw in a milky/metallic color). Once there
is enough color on your shape you can take it out of your mouth and use your
normal drawing technique to spread the color and finish the edges. Othewrwise
there is always paints and they work like well. DO NOT EDGE THE LINES of your
shapes in milky or metallic colors, rather use colors that draw well on waxy

tracing paper.

13. Wait for your pens to dry and then turn the page over & erase all the black
pencil lines.  Turn your drawing back again and see if any touch ups are needed.
find once I erase all lead pencil I might have a  gap or two that needs to be filled

in.

Voila! You are done. Pat your self on your back as you have just created
an artwork using Universal Divine Consciousness. You are a genius,

well done!

Wrapping up &final steps
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Please do scan (prefferably) or photograph your drawings and email them to
me: phi@wautilli.co.za  along with a brief description of your personal experience
of this process.  With your permission I will  add it to the Mandala section of my
website. www.wautilli.co.za

I have explained in depth every step of the process, use what you need at
the time and discover more steps as you go. If you notice something that

I have not mentioned please let me know and I will add it to the next edition of
Wautilli.

I see this booklet being used in the field of architecture, permaculture, city, town
and village design & planning, garden & pond design, mosaic, art etc. Various
templates are available in at the end of the book.

 If you follow these instructions I can guarantee that you will become an amazing
artist /  designer after loads of practice. I could never draw up to 3 years ago

untill I have discovered this method of natural lines that assisted me in developing
my hand. Wautilli has replaced TV for me. It is loads of fun and I get a result that I
can see , touch and gift afterwards. Always remember that the more you use your
hand to trace the natural lines (instead of ruler and compass) the better and

sturdier your hand will become at drawing. There is always a place for Compass
and Ruler in geometry, however do trust your hand and it will develop with

practice. For me coloring in a simple spiral (next page) really took me
to another level. Excellent practice run. And I have included it in

coloring in pages for you to try.

About the templates
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Wautilli Penta - The quality of 5 is magical, it is found in apples , flowers,
hands and feet as well as water molecules  &  geodesic domes. Five is the diagonal

of 4x3 triangle and is the addition of 3 and 2. Phi Spiral works hand in hand with 5
and it is my favourite number

Wautilli Hexa -  Six is found in the snowflake, flower of life, all crystals, isosahedron
etc. Six is the pentatonic octave in music. Insects crawl on 6 legs. 3 dimensions

make up 6 directions - forward & back, left & right, up & down. Most of
nature is split into 6 & 5

Flower Of Life - Based on one of the platonic solids it is a truly ancient pattern found
in Egyptian temples as well as other ancient sites.

Krystic Spiral & Aah_Jha - Based on Katara grid. I recently discover this template
and so far I had loads of fun designing artworks that are based on it. I added a
few circles to Krystic spiral that were not part of original design for more reference
points. All I know about it is that it works on 12. Interesting part is that 12th
step of fibbonacci sequence is 144 and square root of 144 is 12 - WOW! Therefore

some say Krystic spiral is the next step after Phi ?!? I just have fun with it and I
do not get too deep into the numbers. I even designed a drama mask logo for my
partner using it and  the result is quite African and unique as well as two faces facing
different directions. Frond cover was also designer on Kristic Spiral

Drawings on previous page are By Ernst Haeckel - Artforms in Nature

Message for teachers &architects
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Message for teachers of pre-primary, primary and high schools.

When you are getting ready for the next day, connect to the children consciously
and draw up your own pencil sketch using Wautilli pattern, children will color it
in with lots of joy and enthusiasm as it is based on Phi - the very same proportion

their hands and bodies designed on. Older kids can design their own mandalas
/  designs. Let your creativity flow and create a colouring in drawing for

your class. I have recreated 13 of my best and easiest drawings in colouring  format
to get you started on the rainy day :). See 3 drawings (previous page bottom) done
by 6 & 8 year olds.

Message for Architects

The time has come that we start operating like a forest, design like nature does
and thrive as human race should. I have designed a township /high density
settlement for a mining company where a community generates their own food

and operates like an eco system (bottom of pg 13 of this book). In the middle
of the eco village there is a market that sells/barters goods with no packaging. A
new reality school where creativity and love for nature & organic gardening are
encouraged. A healing centre where traditional medicinal herbs and tinctures are
used to treat 90% of illnesses. There are no roads in the actual 5 pods of the

village. Food forest and pastures surround the eco village /  mining town. It s
designed to be fully self sustainable even when the mine shuts down.  See

t he  de sign for more  info  or mail me  phi@waut illi.co .za

Wautilli Eco BioSphere (WEBS)



Re a l  M a t h e m a t i c  o n  t h e  g r o u n d  o n  h u m a n  s ca le  f o r  Eco  Do m e



A total rethinking on architecture has to happen if we are to exsist in the future.
A house/building that is on a “drip support system” is not sustainable. The only ones
benefiting are the property developers whilst the people and planet suffer for the
durat ion of dwelling’s life  span. Real mathemat ics on human scale

An interesting project that I have been developing for Africa in the last 3
years is Wautilli Earthship BioSphere (WEBS). In fact it has been already

developed and perfected for 40 years by Michael Reynolds in Taos, New Mexico. I
have recently attended his seminar to see exactly how this totally self sustained
unit operates. It is a bioshelter garden that can sustain a family with food, fish, clean
gravity fed water energized by a vortex waterfall, grey water treatment, compost,
earthworm & mushroom farm. Bio Gas digester producing methane from sewerage
and of course a cosy and warm space where a family can start a self sustainable
life and grow outwards from there - LIVE FOR FREE. It is a passive solar heated
house that that has extreme solar mass made of tires rammed with earth as

well as excellent insulation - keeping the temperature stable through out the
year without ANY HEATING OR COOLING DEVICES (Tepmeretures in tested sites
vary from -30 C to +45 C whils the temp. indoor stays constant at 20-22 degrees.

Mini indoor wetland using all grey water creates clean air as well as grow bananas,
grapes and a large variety of herbs and plants all year around. These “ planters”

provide propagations space for  seedlings that need to be sprouted early
for spring.

The building providescooling for free via  galvanized tube barried
from South side whilst the gravity operated sky light extracts

heated air through convection forces.

Wautilli Eco BioSphere (WEBS)



Wa u t i l l i  Ea r t h s h ip  Bio -Sp h e r e  ( Live  f o r  Fr e e )  P r o t o t yp e  f o r  Af r i ca



It is a true Bioshelter  that will be able to assist any folk to leave the city. I will
be teaching people how to constuct Bio Shelters and I am busy building one myself.
Volunterrs are welcome to join me on 1st of September 2012 for one month build.

Once a family builds their  own Earthship the next step would be to plant water
by doing simple earthworks such as creating raised pathways following the

contour lines, contour and horse U shape berms, terraces, dams etc.
This will lead to creating a permaculture organic food forest garden around the
Bioshelter. With time it will turn into a mystical magical alive eadible artwork that
will paint the Earth with beautiful & natural colors of light. Sourrounding the garden
there will be a fence made of various varieties of thorny bushes and trees so nothing
can tress pass. Earthships are the way of the future if we are to survive without
the use of Fire (oil, nuclear, coal, wood and anything else we burn for energy) .
Earthships have no utility bills (water, heating, cooling, waste and sewerage),
everything is used by this machine to keep a family fed, nurtured and sheltered.

Earthships use discarded materials of the 21st century - tires, bottles and cans.

Here are some links and books that I have found useful on my journey to self
sustainablity. My partner Helen writes amazing articles on vaious spiritual life
experiences as well as feel good stories for children.

http:/ / kto.co.za/ helensblog     
h t t p :/ / w w w . f e e lgo o d s t o rie s f o rch i ld re n . b lo gs p o t . co m/

This book is open source and thus totally free. It is my gift to  people
of Earth & our creation. Enjoy Alexey (Alosha) Lynov. May the

abundance and joy flow to everyone.

Related Links &Books for 2012 +



Wa u t i l l i  Eco  Bio -Sp h e r e  ( In s t a n t  lo w  co s t  o f f  t h e  g r id  s h e l t e r )



You can start receiving all our other Eco living articles by registering on 
www.plantingseason.co.za

For economical, DIY architecture and bioshelters that reuse water up to 5 t imes, visit
www.earthship.com A must see movie from Mike is Garbage Warrior.

Must read books for 2012 to get yourself totally off the grid as well as start manifesting
new reality:

  “The Humanure Handbook” Create  safe  great  compost  with your poo!
“How to grow more food in less space than imaginable” By John Jeavons
“Water harvest ing for drylands and beyong” vol 1,2,3. by Brand Lancaster
“Permaculture manual” by Bill Molisson.
“Emergency Sandbag shelter” by  CalEarth.
“All books by Michae l Re ynolds from Eart hship Acade my - De finit e ly
“Edible forest Gardens” by Dave Jacke
“Water Storage” and “Create  an Oasys with Greywate r” by Art  Ludwig
“Shelter” and “Home Work” by Loyd Kahn
“Hidden Nature: The starling Insights of Voktor Schauberger
“Anastasia” by Vladimir Megre - To remember how we used to live long 
ago. Also very interest ing information on new way of being on the planet .
Waldorf books on children’s education by Rudolph Steiner

Thank you Michael Rice - You inspired me to start creating designs using sacred geometry.
www.holistichouseplans.com |  www.bioarchitecture.ie

Thrive Movie is a must @ www.thrivemovement.com to see the truth on what is really
going on behing the scenes whiles the entire World is getting entertained by TeleVision

= tell a vision = they tell us their vision
Other movie for awakening include: Dirt, Garbage Warrior, all permaculture

& food forest creations @ www.permaculture.au, Home, + much more

Related Links &Books for 2012 +



Aah-Jha Light body template (still researching)

   www.wautilli.co.za | phi@wautilli.co.za



Wautil
li Hexa (12 double spirals)

   www.wautilli.co.za | phi@wautilli.co.za



Wautil
li Penta (10 double spirals)

   www.wautilli.co.za | phi@wautilli.co.za



Waut
illi Penta (10 spirals &pentagram)

  www.wautilli.co.za | phi@wautilli.co.za



Waut
illi 13 spirals replicating Lunar cycles

www.wautilli.co.za | phi@wautilli.co.za
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 www.wautilli.co.za | phi@wautilli.co.za

Sacre
d Flow

er of life found in ancient temples



 www.wautilli.co.za | phi@wautilli.co.za

Aah-Jha Light body &12 x 1.618 spirals



13 co
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hat I copied off my drawings

























             Step by step instructions on how to design your own anything...
from mandala meditat ion to a veggie garden, from school to  self
sustainable home. Anything is possible in 2012, if we design in the same
way as nature  does only magic will prosper in our creat ions and

manifestations.

With this booklet you will learn how to draw up artworks that sync with Universe
and light, combining meditation, relaxation and  drawing using the natural spiral -

Phi - 1.618 - which is found 300.000 times in your own body.
Included are 8 sacred templates as well as 13 coloring ins  for young ones

Courses on Wautilli Earthship Bio -Shelters with food forests  will be run in late 2012, to share the knowledge
on how to create art  on land  that you can eat and live in. These self sustainable dwellings & gardens  will
run on wast e , sun, wa t e r , wind, light  & sound - Bio  She lt e r , Biot e cht ure , Eart hships or
Wautilli Earthship Bio-Sphere. Register at www.plantingseason.co.za

This book  is open sourse  and t hus t o t a lly  f ree .  Please  d ist ribut e  t o  e ve ryone  on Eart h


